Computational simulations and experimental studies of 3D phase-contrast imaging of fluid flow in carotid bifurcation geometries.
To evaluate the use of computational fluid dynamic (CFD)-based magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) simulations to predict the image appearance and velocity measurement of fluid flow in human carotid bifurcation geometries, and to compare the results with images from experimental MRI studies. Simulated particle paths were calculated from available CFD datasets of normal and moderately stenosed carotid bifurcation geometries. An MRI simulator based on the spin isochromat method was used to generate images corresponding to a 3D phase-contrast sequence with velocity encoding in three orthogonal directions. The resulting images were compared qualitatively with experimental MRI scans of the corresponding physical models. The simulations predicted the main features observed in experimental studies, such as the low image intensity in regions of complex flow and the position and bright appearance of the jet in the stenosed bifurcation. Simulated velocity images also agreed well with experimental results. The effects of sequence parameters such as repetition time (TR) and echo time (TE) were readily demonstrated by the simulations. CFD-based MRI simulations can be used to predict the appearance of MRI images of regions of physiological flow, and may be useful in the development of improved pulse sequences for flow measurement.